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Abstract 
    The interaction of light with metallic nano-hole array structures enable excitation of 
surface plasmon polaritons at any angle of incidence. Nano-hole array structure can 
transmit more radiation than incident light due to the presence of surface plasmon 
polaritons. This phenomenon has opened up possibilities for a wide range of applications 
such as Surface Plasmon Resonance sensing and Surface Enhanced Raman spectroscopy. 
    In this thesis, quantum scattering theory and quantum density matrix method are 
employed to assess optical transmission of metallic nano-hole array structures. The 
scattering cross section spectrum is calculated for nano-hole array structures with 
different nano-hole radii and periodicities and the transmission coefficient is calculated 
for different angles of incidence. It is found that each measured spectrum has several 
peaks due to surface plasmon polaritons and the surface plasmon polaritons spectral 
peaks are dependent on the array periodicity, radius of the nano-holes and the angle of 
incidence of light. The theoretical predictions are compared with the experimental results 
and it is found that there is a good agreement between experiments and theory. 
    The transmission and reflection coefficient of coupler made up of nano-hole array 
structure is studied and it is found that by modifying the periodicity of the nano-holes, the 
reflection and transmission properties of the coupler is changed. 
Keywords 
Nano-hole array, surface plasmon polaritons, optical transmission, scattering cross 
section, transmission coefficient, density matrix method, coupler.  
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Overview
In the twentieth century, there was a considerable interest towards subwavelength
holes as the technology shifted towards longer wavelengths of the electromagnetic spectrum
which led to the emergence of microwave technology during the second world war microwave
technology was used. A subwavelength hole in an opaque thin metallic lm has applications
in scanning near-eld optical microscopy (SNOM) [1]. Bethe theoretically calculated the
transmission of light through the subwavelength hole in a perfectly conducting innitely thin
metal lm [2]. According to him, transmission of light through the subwavelength hole is
very small. However, experimental results revealed that there was an enhanced transmission
at the longer wavelenth for subwavelength holes fabricated in Ag lm contradicting Bethes
theory [3]. This is due to the fact that Bethes theory was for an idealized case which did
not consider the surface waves which exist at the metal/dielectric interface. The surface
wave plays a signicant role in the transmission of light through the subwavelength hole.
2In 1998, Thomas W. Ebbesen discovered that there was an extraordinary trans-
mission of light through a nano-hole array structure [4]. Ever since then, there has been
considerable e¤orts devoted to the study of optical properties of metallic nano-hole array
(NHA) structures experimentally and theoretically [4]-[9]. These structures allow incident
light to couple with surface plasmon present at the metal-dielectric on one side of the metal
and decouple on the other side of the lm [10], [11]. This mechanism results in extraor-
dinary optical transmission (EOT) of light. The optical transmission properties of NHA
depend greatly on the geometrical parameters such as hole shape, hole size and periodicity
and material composition (i.e. metal and surrounding dielectric) [12]-[16]. For example,
the transmission e¢ ciency of an NHA structure made from noble metals outperforms other
structure made from regular metals. S. G. Rodrigo et. al. found that NHA fabricated on
noble metals such as gold has higher optical transmission than other metals such as Ag,
Cu [17]. This makes gold a natural choice to fabricate NHA structure for sensing applica-
tions. A. Krishnan et. al. demonstrated the strong response of metallic NHA structure to
changes in refractive index of top and bottom of the metal. They found that by matching
the refractive index of top and bottom of the metal, the high transmission can be further
enhanced [16].
The intimate connection between optical transmission and the composition and
geometry of the NHA have been exploited for wide range of applications such as surface plas-
mon resonance (SPR) sensing, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), near-eld scan-
ning optical microscopy (NSOM), optical lters, optical trapping, absorption spectroscopy,
non-linear optics [18]-[22]. Recently it has been found that couplers can be fabricated from
3NHA structure in photonic integrated circuits (PICs) for optical communications. Grat-
ing couplers are of greater interest in integrated photonics for coupling of light between
the waveguides. The coupling is achieved by forming grating couplers in the waveguides.
Many works have studied the coupling of light between waveguide and single mode bre
using 1-D grating couplers [23]-[26]. It has been found that these grating couplers achieve
high coupling e¢ ciency [27]-[28]. Chen et. al , for the rst time, studied coupling between
silicon-on-insulator (SOI) waveguide and optical ber using nano-hole grating coupler [29].
They found that a coupling e¢ ciency as high as 34% was achieved.
However, optimization of NHA structures for sensing and imaging applications has
generally been performed with simulation. Finite di¤erence time domain (FDTD) and nite
element method (FEM) have been employed to simulate the interaction of light with NHA
structures [30]-[34]. The current simulation methods are powerful and accurate but their
use for optimization of NHA designs can be a cumbersome process [35]. The coupled-wave
analysis method to solve Maxwells equations in the NHA structures has also been employed
[36]-[37]. Chandezon numerical method is one of the most widely used methods to estimate
EOT in NHA structures [38]-[39]. It is based on the transformation of the Maxwell equations
from the Cartesian coordinates to curvilinear coordinates [38]. Furthermore, simulations
often do not provide clear physical insight into the parameters most important for improving
device performance.
Theoretical analysis doesnt su¤er from the limitations of simulation. Theory
provides the advantage of direct interpretation of the optical characteristicsdependence on
the material and geometrical parameters. Furthermore, theory provides a means to optimize
4the NHA for desirable optical characteristics. Current theoretical descriptions of NHA
structures have been developed using transfer matrix formalism and classical physics [40]-
[48]. Martin-Moreno and Gracia-Vidal [49] studied the transmission between two localized
states by treating it as one dimensional quantum mechanical system.
To overcome some of the limitations of the currently used theoretical descriptions
of NHA structures, we present theoretical descriptions of the transmission of light through
metallic NHA structures, where the NHA structure is considered as a plasmonic metama-
terial [50], [51]. We have also studied the transmission and reection coe¤cient in couplers
fabricated from nano-hole array structure.
1.2 Outline of the thesis
The aim of the thesis is to study the transmission of light in metallic NHA struc-
ture using quantum theory. The NHA structure is fabricated in optically thick gold lm
on a pyrex substrate. The NHA system is capable of carrying SPPs propagating at the
metal-pyrex interface. The motivation behind this work is that the theoretical analysis of
transmission through NHA structure on a pyrex substrate based on quantum theory gives
a better insight to optimize the NHA for desirable optical characteristics.
In chapter 2, we will explain the fundamental concepts needed to understand the
thesis. The physical concepts such as plasmons, surface plasmon polaritons, metamaterials,
scattering cross section, transmission coe¢ cient, density matrix method and experimental
procedures are explained.
In chapter 3, the light-matter interaction in metallic nano-hole array structures
5is investigated. The scattering cross section spectrum is calculated for three samples each
having a unique nano-hole array radius and periodicity for normal incident of light. It is
found that each scattering cross section spectrum has several peaks due to surface plasmon
polaritons. The dispersion relation for SPPs is calculated using transmission line theory
and Blochs theorem and it is found that the energies of surface plasmon polaritons are
quantized. The polarizability of the NHA is also calculated to nd the SPP resonance
energies and is veried with that found from the dispersion relation. The position of the
peaks can be controlled by modifying the periodicity of the nano-hole array structure. The
SPP energies obtained from the dispersion relation and polarizability is used to calculate
the scattering cross section of the nano-hole array structure. Good agreement was observed
between the experimental and theoretical results. It is proposed that the newly developed
theory can be used to facilitate optimization of nanosensors for medical and engineering
applications.
In chapter 4, the angle dependence transmission coe¢ cient of the metallic nano-
hole array structure is calculated. The expression for angle dependence SPPs is derived
using the transfer matrix method and Bloch theorem to explain the experiments. The
transmission coe¢ cient is calculated using the quantum density matrix method. In this
method, one uses the average of an operator on wave functions as well as the statistical
ensemble of the system. In this theory, the correlation and coherence e¤ects between SPP
modes are included automatically. It is found that there is a fairly good agreement between
experimental transmission coe¢ cient and that using the quantum density matrix method.
The calculations predict that as the incident angle increases, the number of peaks increases.
6It is also found that the position of transmission peaks red/blue shifts depending on the
modes. It is also found that the location of the surface plasmon polariton and heights
of the spectral peaks are dependent on the angle of incidence of light. Good agreement is
observed between the experimental and theoretical results. This property of these structures
has opened up new possibilities for sensing applications.
In chapter 5, the optical sensing mechanism of photonic coupler fabricated from
the metallic nano-hole array structure, also known as nano-hole array (NHA) coupler, is
studied. The metallic nano-hole array structure is embedded between two dielectric material
waveguides, with this structure called a metallic nano-hole array coupler. Using the transfer
matrix method and coupled-mode theory, expressions for the reection and transmission
coe¢ cients of electromagnetic wave propagating in waveguides have been obtained. It is
found that for certain energies, the electromagnetic wave is totally reected from the coupler.
Similarly, for a certain energy range the light is totally transmitted. It has also been found
that by changing the periodicity of the metallic nano-hole array, the transmitted energy can
be reected. The periodicity of the metallic nano-hole array can be modied by applying
an external stress or pressure. In other words, the system can be used as stress and pressure
sensors. The present ndings can be used to make new types photonic sensors.
In chapter 6 , the important results of the thesis are summarized and possible
future work is discussed.
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Chapter 2
Fundamentals
In this chapter, the fundamental concepts required in the thesis are discussed. In
this thesis, we have used terms such as plasmons, surface plasmon polaritons, scattering
cross section, density matrix method, etc.
2.1 Plasmons in metal
In this section, we calculate the dispersion relation for metals. The following
material is taken from reference [1], [2].
Its a well-known fact that the metals contain free elctrons called conduction elec-
trons. These conduction electrons oscillate in the presence of an external electromagnetic
eld. Let us consider a metal which contains the number of electrons per unit volume, ne.
The mass and charge of an electron is denoted as me and e respectively. Let us apply an
electromagnetic (EM) eld
E = E0e
 i!t (2.1)
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where E0 is the amplitude and ! is the frequency of the EM eld. The EM eld induces
oscillatory dipole moments dened by pe in the metal due to the electron oscillation within
the conduction band. Therefore, the equation of motion of the free electrons in the presence
of EM eld is written as
me
d2r
dt2
= mme
dr
dt
  eE0e i!t (2.2)
The rst term on the right hand side is called the damping force due to the collisions of the
electron with phonons and impurities and the second term is the electric force. Here m is
called the damping constant.
The electron oscillates with the same frequency as the electric eld. Therefore, the solution
to the above equation can be written as
r = r0e
 i!t (2.3)
where r0 is the amplitude of oscillation. Putting eqn. (2.3) into eqn. (2.2), it reduces to
r0 =
e
me
E0
!2 + im!
(2.4)
The polarization P of the metal is dened as the dipole moment pe per unit volume and is
expressed as
P =nepe (2.5)
Putting pe =  er and eqn. (2.3) into eqn. (2.5), we get
P =eE0e
 i!t (2.6)
where e is called as the polarizability and it is dened as
e =  
e2
me
!2 + im!
(2.7)
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Figure 2.1: Dielectric constant as a function of energy (eV). Note that for ! < !p, m is
negative.
The dielectric function of metals m is dened as the ratio of the displacement vector D to
the applied electric eld E where the displacement vector is dened as D = E+P=0
m =
E+P=0
E
(2.8)
Putting eqn. (2.1) and eqn. (2.6) into eqn. (2.8), we get the expression for the dielectric
constant as
m = 1 
!2p
!2 + im!
(2.9)
where the quantity !p is called the plasma frequency and is dened as
!p =
s
nee2
me0
(2.10)
Thus, the electrons in metals oscillate collectively with the plasmon frequency !p: The
dielectric constant of the metal is plotted in Fig. 2.1. The frequency at which the dielectric
constant becomes zero is called the plasmon energy !p. Note that for ! < !p, m is
negative, which is an interesting property of metals. This e¤ect is very important to study
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Figure 2.2: Dispersion relation for plasmons in metals. Note that the wave doesnt propagate
for frequencies between ! = 0 and ! = !p:
the surface plasmon polaritons in metallic heterostructures.
The dispersion relation for photons in metals is given by
k =
!
c
p
m (2.11)
Eqn. (2.11) is called the dispersion relation between k and !. The dispersion relation for
photons in metal is plotted in Fig 2.2.
Putting eqn. (2.9) in eqn. (2.11), the dispersion relation becomes
k =
!
c
s
1  !
2
p
!2 + im!
(2.12)
Note that for ! > !p; k is positive (i.e. k = + jkj) . This gives
E(r; t) = E(r)eijkjrei!t (2.13)
For ! < !p; k is an imaginary quantity (i.e. k = +i jkj). This gives
E(r; t) = E(r)e jkjrei!t (2.14)
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This means for ! > !p; EM wave propagates inside the metal. However for ! < !p; the
EM decays in the metal and doesnt propagate in the metal but is reected. The dispersion
relation for the metal is plotted in Fig. 2.2. Note that the EM wave doesnt propagate
between ! = 0 and ! = !p:
2.2 Surface Plasmon Polaritons in metallic heterostructures
When an electromagnetic eld is applied to a metallic heterostructure, it couples
to plasmons at the surface. In other words, the EM wave and surface plasmons interact
at the surface of the metals. The coupled EM wave-surface plasmons system creates new
particles called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs).
Let us calculate the dispersion relations for SPPs in the metallic heterostructure as
given in reference [1], [3] by solvingMaxwells equation for metal and dielectric heterostruc-
ture for transverse magnetic (TM) modes. A schematic diagram of metallic heterostructure
is shown in the Fig. 2.3.The dielectric constant of the dielectric and metallic materials are
denoted as d and m respectively. Let us consider that both the materials lie in y  z plane
with their interface lie at x = 0: Maxwells equation is written as
r2Hdy =
!
c
2
"dHdy x > 0 (2.15)
r2Hmy =
!
c
2
"mHmy x < 0 (2.16)
The solution to the Maxwells equation is written as
Hdy(x) = Bde
 kdxxeikzz x > 0 (2.17)
Hmy(x) = Bme
kmxxeikzz x < 0 (2.18)
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Figure 2.3: A schematic diagram of a heterostructure made from a metal and a dielectric
material.
where Bd and Bm are the amplied of the EM eld inside the dielectric and metal respectively.
Here kdx and kmx are the wave vectors along the positive x direction in dielectric material
and negative x direction in metal and are dened as
kdx =
r
d!2
c2
  k2z (2.19)
kmx =
r
m!2
c2
  k2z (2.20)
where kz is the propagating wave vector. Note that when kz is positive EM waves propagate
along z direction and decays along the x direction when kd and km have positive values.
We use the boundary condition that Hdy(x) and Hmy(x) must be continous at x = 0: i.e.
[Hdy(x)]x=0 = [Hmy(x)]x=0 (2.21)
dHdy(x)
dx

x=0
=

dHmy(x)
dx

x=0
(2.22)
Putting eqns. (2.17) and (2.18) into eqns. (2.21) and (2.22) and using eqns (2.19) and
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Figure 2.4: Dispersion relation for surface plasmon polaritons in a metallic heterostructure.
The curve above the !p line (i.e. ! > !p) is the propagated wave whereas the curve below
!sp line (i.e. ! < !sp) is the SPP wave.
(2.20), we get
kz =
!
c
r
md
m + d
(2.23)
The above equation is called the dispersion relation for the surface plasmon polaritons. It
is plotted in Fig. 2.4. Note that for ! > !p, the wave vectors kz is real and kmx and kdx are
imaginary. This means that the terms eikdxx and e ikmxx EM wave propagates along the x
direction. The term eikzx term of the EM wave propagates along the z direction. These
waves are called radiative polaritons. For ! < !sp, the wave vectors kz is real and kmx
and kdx are real. This means that the terms e kdxx and ekmxx EM wave decays in the x
direction. The term eikzx term of the EM wave propagates along the z direction. These
waves are called localized surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs).
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Figure 2.5: A schematic diagram of nano-hole array structure on a Pyrex substrate.
2.3 Nano-hole array (NHA) structure and Metamaterials
Nano-hole array structure is an array of periodic subwavelength hole aperture
fabricated in thin metal lm. The size and spacing of the holes are smaller than the
wavelength of the light. These structures enable excitation of surface plasmons which leads
to extraordinary transmission of incident light. A schematic diagram of metallic nano-hole
array structure on pyrex substrate is shown in Fig. 2.5. These structure are also called as
photonic metamaterials. Photonic metamaterials are periodic optical nanostructures often
composed of metallic elements where the period is shorter than the wavelength of the light.
They are of large scientic interest as the dielectric response of these materials can be
engineered to yield interesting physical phenomena at optical wavelengths.
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Figure 2.6: a) A schematic representation of the unit cell of nano-hole array structure. b)
Equivalent L-C circuit diagram of the unit cell.
2.4 Photons in nano-hole array structure
In this section, we calculate the dispersion relation of nano-hole array structure
using the method of reference [4]. The unit cell of NHA is shown in Fig. 2.6a. Note that the
unit cell contains one nano-hole rod. An electromagnetic (EM) wave is applied to the NHA
structure. The component of the electric eld E of the EM wave oscillates with frequency !,
creating an oscillatory current at the surface of nano-hole. This oscillator current produces
a magnetic eld within the unit cell. Therefore the unit cell acts as inductor and capacitor
as shown in Fig. 2.6b.
Let us calculate the dispersion relation of metallic nano-hole array structure. To
calculate the dispersion relation, we use the transmission line (TL) theory which is used
widely in metamaterial physics [4], [5]. In this theory the unit cell is replaced with an
L-C circuit as shown in Fig. 2.6b. Therefore we can calculate the impedance (Zs) and an
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admittance (Ys) as shown in the gure as follows [4]
Ys = i!Cr +
1
i!Lr
(2.24)
Zs = i!Lm (2.25)
where Lm and Cr are called the inductance and capacitence per unit length of the rod
respectively. The inductance Lr of metallic hole rod is calculated in reference [4] and it is
written as
Lr =
0ap
2

ln

2lr
rr

  3
4

(2.26)
where 0 is the permeability in free space. Here rr is radius of the nano-hole, lr is the length
of the rod and ap is the periodicity of the NHA structure.
The expression for the dispersion relation of the nano-hole array structure is cal-
culated in ref [4] as
cos(ksap) = 1 +
YsZs
2
(2.27)
where ks is the wave vector of EM wave in the metallic NHA structure.
Putting the eqns. (2.24) and (2.25) into eqn. (2.27), and using cos(ksap) =
1  2 sin2(ksap=2); we get the following expression for dispersion relation
ks =
2
ap
arcsin
0@ !p
2!m
s
1  !
2
p
!2 + im!
1A (2.28)
where m is the decay rate due to the energy loss in the nano-hole structure. The parameters
!p and !m are dened as
!p =
r
1
CrLr
(2.29)
!m =
r
1
CrLm
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The dielectric constant of the metallic NHA structure can be calculated from the dispersion
relation and it is given as
"s =
24 2c
ap!
arcsin
0@ !p
2!m
s
1  !
2
p
!2 + im!
1A352 (2.30)
Using eqn (2.30), the dispersion relation for the SPPs in NHA structure on a pyrex
substrate is calculated in chapter 3. It is found the energy "n of SPPs is quantized where
n = 0; 1; 2:
2.5 Transmission coe¢ cient of light in nano-hole array struc-
ture
As we discussed in the previous section that the surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs)
in the nano-hole array structure on pyrex susbtrate have quantized energy "n with eigen ket
jni : Let us consider that there are two SPP states in the NHA structure. Therefore, the
SPP modes participating in the transmission process have energies "0 and "1:The ground
state is denoted by j0i with energy "0: The next excited state is denoted by j1i with state
"1 (see the schematic diagram Fig 2.7).
The transmission coe¢ cient Ttrans of the nano-hole array structure due to ab-
sorption and emission of SPPs between the between the states j0i and j1i is expressed as
[3]
Ttrans = 0 Im(01) (2.31)
where
0 =
01"p
~Epc
(2.32)
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Figure 2.7: Energy level diagram of transmission process. The SPP will absorb photon of
energy ~! to be taken from ground state to excited state. Once the SPP decays back to
the ground state, it emits the photon back.
Here 01 and 01are dipole and density matrix elements between states j0i and j1i respectively.
Ep is the amplitude of incident EM eld and "p is the energy of the incident EM eld.
The density matrix element 01 is evaluated using density matrix method. In this method,
the density matrix elements are evaluated from the following equation of motion
d(t)
dt
=   i
~
[H; (t)] (2.33)
where H is the total Hamiltonian of the system given by
H = H0 +HF (2.34)
Here H0 is the non-interacting Hamiltonian of SPP modes and it is written in the second
quantized form as [3]
H0 = "000 + "111 (2.35)
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where nn = jni hnj is called the preservation operator.
HF is called as the interaction Hamiltonian between EM wave and induced dipole
moments and it is written in rotating wave approximation as
HF =  

~
01+01e
 i ("10 "p)t~

+ h:c: (2.36)
where +01 = j1i h0j is the SPP creation operator and "10 = ("1 "0): Here h:c stands for the
Hermitian conjugate and 
01 is called as the Rabi frequency associated with the transition
j0i $ j1i. Putting eqn. (2.35) and eqn. (2.36) into eqn. (2.34), it becomes
H = "000 + "111  

~
01+01e
 i ("10 "p)t~

+ h:c: (2.37)
Solving eqn. (2.33) using the above eqn. (2.37), we obtain the following equations of motion
for the density matrix elements (the detailed derivation is given in Appendix B)
d11
dt
=  2 111   i (
01) 01   i (
01) 10 (2.38)
d10
dt
=  ( 1
2
+ i01)10   i (
01) (11   00)
where 01 = !0   !1   ! and 02 = !0   !2   ! are called the probe eld detunings.
Physical quantities  1and  2 appearing in eqn. (2.38) are the spontaneous decay rates of
the levels j1i and j2i respectively. Using the above method, one can evaluate density matrix
elements for many SPP states. Solving eqn. (2.38) self-consistently, one can evaluate 10.
This value can be susbtituted in eqn. (2.31) to calculate the transmission coe¢ cient
2.6 Scattering Cross Section in the nano-hole structure
In the previous section, we have discussed the density matrix method to calculate
the the transmission coe¢ cient. In this section, we calculate the transmission coe¢ cient
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Figure 2.8: A schematic diagram of the scattering process where source is Halogen light.
Jinc is the incident ux of EM waves and Jscatt is the ux of scattered EM waves
using scattering cross section method.
Scattering is a very important process in science. A schematic diagram of the scattering
process is shown in Fig. 2.8. The source is a halogen lamp which emits EM wave (photons).
The incident light Jinc from a light source scatters with the NHA structure. The scattrered
light with intensity Jscatt is measured by the detector. Therefore, the scattering cross section
Ttrans is dened as [7]
Ttrans =
Jscatt
Jinc
(2.39)
where Jinc and Jscatt are dened as
Jscatt = wif("kn)d
 (2.40)
Jinc =
1
2
"0E
2
0 (2.41)
where ("kn) is the density of states of scattered photons and ("kn)d
 is the number
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of photons scattered into the detector, "0 is the permitivity of free space and E0 is the
amplitude of the incident eld.
The transition probability win of the system going from initial state i to nal state n is
given by
win =

2
}

jVintj2  n
("  "n)2 +  2n
(2.42)
where Vint is the matrix elements (between initial and nal state) of the interaction Hamil-
tonian between applied eld and the system.  n is the linewidth of the nal state of the
system. The derivations for the expression for win and Ttrans is given in the reference [8]
and appendix A.
2.7 Experimental Methods
In this section, we describe the fabrication of nano-hole array structures in gold
lms and optical characterization of the NHA devices [8]. The fabrication and experimental
work was performed by Dr. Mohamdreza Najiminaini.
2.7.1 Fabrication of nano-hole array structure
The electron beam lithography (EBL) was employed and a lift-o¤ process to fab-
ricate nano-hole arrays in a metal lm. First, a 500 m thick Pyrex 7740 wafer was cleaned
in sulfuric acid for 5 minutes followed by electron beam deposition of a 3-nm thick Ti layer
onto the Pyrex substrate. The Ti layer made the Pyrex surface conductive and allowed EBL
on the photoresist layer. Then, a 500-nm thick layer of negative tone photoresist (ma_N
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2403, Micro resist technology, Berlin, Germany) was spin-coated onto the Pyrex surface
and baked at 90 for 60s. The nano-hole array patterns were written on to the photoresist
with the EBL machine (LEO, 1530 e-beam lithography, UWO Nanofab) and the photoresist
was subsequently developed (MF-319, Shipley, Marlborough, MA). The process left behind
an array of photoresist nano-pillars, which were used as a mask layer during the lift-o¤.
A 3-nm thick Ti layer and a 100-nm thick Au layer were deposited in sequence on to the
photoresist nano-pillars (electron beam deposition). The 3-nm thick Ti layer served as an
adhesion layer between the substrate and the gold lm. Afterwards, the sample was left
in 80 PG Remover (MicroChem Corp., Westborough, MA) and sonicated to facilitate the
lift-o¤ process. After lift-o¤, the sample was left in Ti TFTN etchant to remove the Ti con-
ductive and adhesion layers. The end result was a nano-hole array structure in a gold lm
on top of the Pyrex substrate.The nano-hole arrays in a 100-nm thick gold lm on Pyrex
substrate with various hole sizes and periodicities was rst fabricated where nano holes
were distributed in a square lattice. A schematic diagram of a nano-hole array structure on
pyrex substrate is shown Fig. 2.9a. The holes were circular in cross-section and had 100
nm, 120 nm, and 140 nm hole diameters and 360 nm, 400 nm, and 440 nm periodicities. A
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a portion of a fabricated nano-hole structure
is shown in Fig. 2.9b. The same method was employed to fabricate nano-hole arrays in
metal on Pyrex substrate having a of 287 nm hole size and 440 nm periodicity.
2.7.2 Optical characterization setup
Fig. 2.10 displays a diagram of the optical setup used to characterize the nano-
hole array structures. An inverted microscope (TE 300, Nikon) attached to a photometer
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Figure 2.9: a) A schematic diagram of nano-hole array structure in a gold lm on a pyrex
substrate and b) an SEM image of nano-hole array structure in a gold lm on a pyrex
substrate
(D104, PTI), monochromator (101, PTI), and photomultiplier tube (710, PTI) was em-
ployed to measure optical transmission of each nano-hole array within the spectral range
of 400 nm to 870 nm. The microscope utilize a halogen lamp that was focused onto the
sample using the bright-eld condenser. The aperture of the condenser was set in such a
way that the light illumination angle was within 6. The light transmitted through the
sample was collected with a 100X objective lens (plan uor, NA=0.9, Nikon) and then
guided through a photometer. The photometer permitted the selection of a region of inter-
est on the sample using an adjustable horizontal slit and an adjustable vertical slit. Light
from the photometer was directed to the monochromator and the output from the mono-
chromator was measured with the photomultiplier tube for each wavelength. To calculate
optical transmission through each nano-hole array, the optical system noise (dark noise)
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Figure 2.10: Optical characterization setup of nano-hole array structure for normal
incidence.
was subtracted from the light intensity transmitted through each nano-hole array and the
result was normalized to the light transmission through a bare Pyrex wafer.Optical charac-
terization setup to study the transmission of light for various angles of incidence is shown
in the g. (2.11).An inverted microscope equipped with photometer, monochromator, and
photo-multiplier tube was employed for characterizing optical transmission spectra of nano-
hole array at various illumination angles. A collimated halogen lamp light was spatially
ltered using pin-hole and ring apertures and then focused on the nano-hole array sample
to obtain a desired incident angle of light on a nano-hole array. As shown in Figure. 2.11,
the utilized pin-hole and ring apertures provide 0  2 , 5  2 and 12  2 incident
angle of light. The transmitted light through a nano-hole array was collected using 20X
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Figure 2.11: Optical characterization setup of nano-hole array structure for di¤erent angles
of incidence.
objective and guided through photometer using beam-splitter. A region of interest on a
nano-hole array sample was selected using photometer and transferred to monochromator
for spectral dispersion. The dispersed light was detected and captured by photomultiplier
tube and plotted by computer within 500-nm and 850-nm. The optical transmission of a
nano-hole array was calculated by subtraction of system dark noise from intensity of light
transmitted through a nano-hole array and divided by the transmitted light through bare
Pyrex wafer.
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Chapter 3
Metamaterial-based theoretical
description of light scattering by
metallic nano-hole array
structures1
In the previous chapter, the background materials pertaining to the thesis were
discussed. In this chapter, we study the dispersion relation for surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs), polarizabiltiy of surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and scattering cross section of
light in metallic nano-hole array structure.
1Reproduced with permission from Mahi R. Singh, Mohamadreza Najiminaini, Shankar Balakrishnan and
Je¤rey J. L. Carson, Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 117, 184302 (2015). Copyright 2015, AIP Publishing
LLC.
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3.1 Introduction
There has been growing interest in developing nanoscale sensing devices using
metallic nanomaterial heterostructures [1]-[3]. A very good example of nanomaterial het-
erostructures is a nano-hole array (NHA) structure fabricated in thin metallic lm on pyrex
substrate. The interest in developing metallic nano-hole array devices come from their abil-
ity to transmit more light than that of incident light [4]. The mechanism is known as
extraordinary optical transmission (EOT). The extraordinary optical transmission (EOT)
is associated with the interaction of light with surface plasmons (SPs) present at the metal-
dielectric interface and the coupling of light with surface plasmons results in new particles
called surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs). This unique property has opened up new possi-
bilities for applications such as biosensing.
In this chapter, we present theoretical results of transmission of light through metallic
nano-hole array structures at normal incidence. Here the NHA structure is considered as a
plasmonic material. A quasi-quantum mechanical theory of scattering cross section based
on quantum scattering theory and Greens function method is used to calculate the trans-
mission coe¢ cient. The SPP energies are found to be quantized and the systems can have
several SPPs depending on the radius and periodicity of the nano-holes in NHA structures.
The optical transmission was calculated as a function of radius and periodicity.There was
a good agreement between theory and experiment.
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3.2 Surface Plasmon Polaritons in nano-hole array structure
In this section, the dispersion relation for the NHA structure is studied. The nano-
holes are arranged periodically in the nano-hole array struture as shown in Fig. 2.5. Each
nano-hole is descibed as a cylindrical hollow rod. The radius of the nano-hole is rr and the
length of the nano-hole rod is considered as lr :The periodicity of the structure is considered
as ap: A schematic diagram of the unit cell is shown in Fig. 2.6.
The e¤ective dielectric constant of the structure is calculated using the TL theory.
It is found as [5]
"s =
24 2c
ap!
arcsin
0@ !p
2!m
s
1  !
2
p
!2 + im!
1A352 (3.1)
where !p and !m are dened as
!p =
r
1
CrLr
; (3.2)
!m =
r
1
CrLm
(3.3)
where Lm and Cr are the inductance and capacitence per unit length lr of the transmission
line respectively.
The inductance Lr of the metallic nano-hole rod is written as [5]
Lr =
0ap
2

ln

2lr
rr

  3
4

(3.4)
where 0 is the permeability.
Let us consider the transverse mode (TM) of the electromagnetic (EM) wave. The H eld
of the EM wave oscillates along the interface of the nano-hole array structure and dielectric
(i.e. pyrex) substrate i.e. along y and z directions. The dispersion relations for the dielectric
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substrate and nano-hole array structure are written as [5]
kd =
!
c
p
"d (3.5)
ks =
!
c
p
"s
where "d is the dielectric constant of the pyrex substrate and "s is given by eqn. (3.1).
The EM wave propagates along z direction and decays in both slabs along x direction.
Therefore, the TM wave is written as
Hdy = Ae
kdxxe ikzze i!t x < 0 (3.6)
Hsy = Be
 ksxxe ikzze i!t x > 0
where A and B are the amplitude of the EM eld inside the dielectric material and the
nano-hole array structure respectively. Here kdx and ksx are the x-components of the wave
vectors kd and ks respectively. The parameter kz is the z-component of the wave vector for
the TM mode in both the materials.
Using the boundary condition at the interface x = 0 and Bloch theorem, we get the following
condition for SPP modes [5] 
kz +
n
ap
2    !c 2 "s
k2z  
 
!
c
2
"d
=
 
!
c
4
"2s 
!
c
4
"2d
(3.7)
Solving the above equation, we get the following expression of dispersion relation for SPP
modes,
kz = Gn(!); (3.8)
Gn(!) =

n
ap

"2d
"2s   "2d

vuuut0@

n
ap

"2d
"2s   "2d
1A2  

n
ap
2
"2d
"2d   "2s
+
 
!
c
2
"s"d
"s + "d
(3.9)
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where n =
q
n2y + n
2
z is the quantum number. The numerical calculations are given in sec
(3.3.1).
3.3 Polarizability of nano-hole array structure
The electric eld component Es inside the nano-hole array structure is given as
Es = Im(kz) E0e
 ikdxe ikzze i!t (3.10)
where E0 is the amplitude of the external EM wave. The polarization pol of the nano-hole
structure is calculated from the above equation as [5],
pol = 0 Im(kz) (3.11)
where 0 = 4"0Vs and Vs is the volume of the nano-hole structure. The numerical calcu-
lations for polarizability is given in sec (3.3.1).
3.3.1 Numerical simulations
We have calculated the SPP energies numerically for samples A1 using eqn. (3.9).
Experimental parameters for sample A1 are taken as rr = 50 nm; lr = 100 nm and
ap = 360 nm. The values of Lr; Cr and Lm appearing in theory were calculated as follows.
Inductance was calculated from eqn. (3.4) and found to be Lr = 45:8 fH. Capacitance was
calculated from the experimental value of !p using eqn. (3.2) and found to be Cr = 1:85 aF .
The value of !m was taken as !m = 0:1!p from the literature [6]. The value of Lmwas
computed to be Lm = 4:58 pH. The dispersion relation for sample A1; A2 and A3 are
plotted in Fig. 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 respectively as a function of energy and wave vector kz. The
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Figure 3.1: The SPP dispersion relation of the nano-hole array structure where the solid
curve corresponds to n = 0 and the dashed curve represents n = 1 for sample A1:
solid curve corresponds to the rst Brillouin zone (n = 0) and the dashed curve represents
the second Brillouin zone with n = 1. The SPP frequencies "sp0 and "
sp
1 can be calculated
from Fig. 3.2 for sample A1;when the wave vector kz reaches innity [7]-[8]. They were
computed to be "sp0 = 1:9eV and "
sp
1 = 2:3eV for n = 0 and n = 1, respectively for
A1. The wave vector is normalized to periodicity.Using the above eqn. (3.9), we have
also calculated the SPPs for samples A2 and A3. The physical parameters for sample
A2 were rr = 60 nm; lr = 100 nm and ap = 400 nm, Lr = 36:3 fH,Cr = 2:50 aF , and
Lm = 3:63 pH. The computed SPP energies were "
sp
0 = 1:8eV and "
sp
1 = 2:25eV: Parameters
for A3 were rr = 70 nm; lr = 100 nm and ap = 440 nm, Lr = 26:3 fH,Cr = 3:90 aF ,
and Lm = 2:63 pH. The computed SPP energies were "
sp
0 = 1:65eV and "
sp
1 = 2:11eV:The
normalized polarizability (pol=0) for sample A1 was calculated from eqn. (3.11) and
is plotted as a function of energy in Fig. 3.5. The decay rate is taken as m =0.4 eV.
Note that the polarizability curve has two peaks which correspond to n = 0 and n = 1.
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Figure 3.2: The SPP dispersion relation of the nano-hole array structure where the solid
curve corresponds to n = 0 and the dashed curve represents n = 1 for sample A2:
Figure 3.3: The SPP dispersion relation of the nano-hole array structure where the solid
curve corresponds to n = 0 and the dashed curve represents n = 1 for sample A3:
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Figure 3.4: The plot of the normalized polarizability as a function of energy where the solid
curve corresponds to n = 0 and the dashed curve represents n = 1 for sample A1:
Figure 3.5: The plot of the normalized polarizability as a function of energy where the solid
curve corresponds to n = 0 and the dashed curve represents n = 1 for sample A3:
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Figure 3.6: The plot of the normalized polarizability as a function of energy where the solid
curve corresponds to n = 0 and the dashed curve represents n = 1 for sample A2:
Locations of peaks in the polarizability plot give the SPP energies [7]-[8]. They are located
at "sp0 = 1:9eV and "
sp
1 = 2:3eV . We have also calculated the SPPs using the polarizibility
for sample A2 and they are found as "
sp
0 = 1:8eV and "
sp
1 = 2:25eV . The normalized
polarizability for sample A2 was calculated as a function of energy and plotted in Fig. 3.6.
Similarly for sample A3 the SPP energies are found as "
sp
0 = 1:65eV and "
sp
1 = 2:11eV
and the normalized polarizability for sample A3 was calculated as a function of energy
and plotted in Fig. 3.7. Note that calculation of the SPP values from the polarizability
method agree well with the estimates obtained with the SPP dispersion method. These
SPP values were used to calculate the scattering cross section as described in the Results
and Discussions section below.
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3.4 Scattering cross section of nano-hole array structure
In this section, we calculate the scattering cross section of light from the NHA
structure. The scattering cross section is dened in chapter 2 using the quantum Greens
function method and quantum perturbation theory. The scattering cross section is calcu-
lated in [5]. The detailed derivation is provided in Appendix A. The expression for the
scattering cross section is found as [5]

d
d


spp
=
X
n
4d2nG
0
n("
sp
n )
"0~

 n
("  "spn )2 +  2n

(3.12)
where G
0
n("
sp
n ) is the energy derivative of Gn(") at " = "
sp
n : Here  n is the line width (i.e.
decay rate) of the nth SPP eigen ket jni and dn = hnjVint jni is the matrix element of the
dipole moment operator d induced by the EM eld E:
Similarly, the scattering cross section of light with bulk plasmon in the nano-hole structure
is written as [5] 
d
d


pl
=
X
n
4d2plksk
0
s("p)
"0~
 
 pl
("  "p)2 +  2pl
!
(3.13)
where k
0
s("p) is energy derivative of ks(") at " = "p:Here  pl is the line width (i.e. decay
rate) of the plasmon state eigen dpl is the matrix element of the dipole moment operator
d induced by the EM eld E:
3.5 Results and Discussion
In this section we compare the theoretical results of the scattering cross section
with experimental data obtained as described in section (2.7). The scattering cross section
was calculated using eqn. (3.9) for all three samples A1, A2 and A3.The experimental
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Figure 3.7: The scattering cross section in arbitrary units (A.U) for sample A1is plotted as
a function of energy (eV). Here the circles correspond to experimental data and the sold
curve represents the theoretical calculations. The two peaks correspond to SPP modes.
transmission coe¢ cient (i.e. scattering cross section) data for sample A1 is shown in Fig.
3.8 and denoted by circles. The physical parameters of this sample are chosen as rr =
50 nm and ap = 360 nm:Experimental values of the SPP decay rates (line width) and
are not known in the literature. Therefore, we treat them as tting parameters. When
we used  0 =  1 = 0:14eV for both the SPPs, we get a qualitative agreement between
theory and the experiments. Results are not presented here. However, it is well known
that each energy level has its own decay rate. It is well established that decay rates can
control the widths and the heights of the scattering peaks. Therefore we have considered
 0 6=  1. Using  0 = 0:11 eV and  1 = 0:15 eV , we have calculated the scattering
cross section as a function of energy. The theoretical results are plotted as a solid line
in Fig. 3.8. The spectrum of the scattering cross section has two peaks and they lie
at "sp0 = 1:9eV and "
sp
1 = 2:3eV . Note that there is a good agreement between theory
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Figure 3.8: The scattering cross section in arbitrary units (A.U) for sample A2 is plotted
as a function of energy (eV). Here the circles correspond to experimental data and the sold
curve represents the theoretical calculations. The two peaks correspond to SPP modes.
The third hidden peak is due to bulk plasmon.
and experiment.Next, we calculated the scattering cross section for the second sample A2.
Sample A2 had radius, rr = 60 nm and periodicity, ap = 400 nm:The theoretical results
along with experimental results are plotted in Fig. 3.9. Circles denote experimental data
points and the solid curve represents theoretical results. Note that the scattering cross
section spectrum has three peaks. The rst two peaks correspond to n = 0 and n = 1 SPP
modes. The rst peak is located at the SPP energy of "sp0 = 1:8eV and the second peak
is located at the SPP energy of "sp1 = 2:25eV . The decay rate of two SPP modes were
chosen as  0 = 0:14 eV and  1 = 0:16 eV . The third peak it is located at "pl = 2:45eV .
The last peak is not due to the SPP modes but corresponds to the bulk plasmon of the
nano-hole structure. The bulk plasmon peak is apparent as a shoulder on the second peak
for both the experiment and theoretical prediction shown in Fig. 3.9. It is because that
the decay rate of plasmons due to the plasmon-phonon scattering in metals is large. The
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Figure 3.9: The scattering cross section in arbitrary units (A.U) for sample A1is plotted as
a function of energy (eV). Here the circles correspond to experimental data and the sold
curve represents the theoretical calculations. The two peaks correspond to SPP modes.
The third peak is due to bulk plasmon.
value of  pl is taken as  pl = 0:17 eV . Note, that again there was a good agreement
between theory and experiment.Finally we calculated the scattering cross section for the
third sample, A3. For sample A3, the periodicity and radius of the NHA structure was
rr = 70 nm and ap = 440 nm respectively. Experimental data are shown in Fig. 3.10
with circles. Note that the spectrum has three peaks. The rst two peaks corresponded
to the SPP modes and the third peak was due to the bulk plasmon since it was located at
"pl = 2:45eV . The bulk plasmon peak also appeared for sample A2 at the same location.
The decay rate of two SPP modes were chosen as  0 = 0:11 eV and  1 = 0:13 eV and the
decay rate for the bulk plasmon is taken as  pl = 0:19 eV . Using these values, we calculated
the scattering cross section as function of energy, which are plotted as solid curves in Fig.
3.10 along with experimental results (open circles). The rst peak corresponded to the SPP
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Figure 3.10: The SPP energy is plotted as a function of the periodicity of the holes, where
solid curve corresponds to n = 0 and the dashed curve corresponds to n = 1. Here we have
xed the raius rr = 50nm.
mode "sp0 = 1:65eV and second peak belonged to the SPP mode "
sp
1 = 2:11eV . As with the
previous two samples, there was a good agreement between theory and experiment.From
Figs. 3.8-3.10 one can also nd that the location of the SPP modes can be changed by
modifying the periodicity of the nano-hole structure. To clarify this point we have plotted
the SPP modes and as a function of periodicity in Fig. 3.11 for a xed nano-hole radius.
The solid and dotted lines represents and respectively. Note that as the periodicity increases
the energy location of the SPP modes also decreases. This is an interesting nding which
is consistent with our earlier simulation and experimental results [9]. The consistency
of the overall ndings suggest that the theory may be useful for designing and potentially
optimizing the optical characteristics of a NHA structure based on its material and geometry
properties without the need for lengthy simulations.
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3.6 Conclusion
We have investigated the scattering cross section of light through metallic nano-
hole array structures. The scattering cross section of the nano-hole array structure was
calculated for three di¤erent samples with di¤erent nano-hole radii and periodicity. The
dispersion relation and e¤ective dielectric constant were calculated by using the TL theory.
The SPPs were calculated by the transfer matrix method. We have found that the energies
of the SPPs are quantized and systems can have several SPPs depending on the radius
and periodicity of the structures. A good agreement between the theory and experimental
work has also been achieved. It is proposed that the theory could be used to optimize nano
sensors for medical and engineering applications.
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Chapter 4
Transmission coe¢ cient of light in
nano-hole array structures
In the previous chapter, the scattering cross section of light in nano-hole array
(NHA) structure on a pyrex susbtrate for normal angle of incidence was calculated. It
was found that the scattering cross section was dependent on the periodicity of the NHA
structure. In this chapter, we investigate the dependence of transmission coe¢ cient of light
on the angle of incidence. We employ quantum density matrix method to calculate the
transmission coe¢ cient.
4.1 Introduction
The nano-hole array struture fabricated in a thin metal lm on pyrex substrate
allow incident light to couple with surface plasmon present at the metal-dielectric interface
on one side of the metal and decouple on the other side of the lm [1]-[3]. This mechanism
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results in extraordinary optical transmission (EOT) of light. The EOT property of NHA
has opened up new possibilities for wide range of applications such as surface plasmon
resonance (SPR) sensing, surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS).
In this chapter, we have calculated the transmission coe¢ cient of light as a function of angle
of the incident light with respect to the normal to the surface of the NHA. It is found that as
the angle of incidence is increased from zero the number of peaks in the spectrum increases.
To explain the experimental results, we have derived the angle dependence expression for
the SPPs using the transfer matrix method and Bloch theorem. The transmission coe¢ cient
is calculated using the quantum mechanical density matrix method. In this method, one
uses the average of an operator on wave functions of the system as well as the statistical
ensemble of the system. In this theory the correlation and coherence e¤ects between SPP
modes are included automatically. On the other hand, it is very di¢ cult to include the
above e¤ects in the quantum scattering theory [4]. We considered metallic nano-hole array
structure as plasmonic metamaterial [5]. We have found that the energies of SPPs are
quantized and the system can have several SPPs depending on the angle of incidence. This
theory can be used to fabricate better performing NHA device.
4.2 Theoretical formalism
4.2.1 Surface Plasmon Polaritons
The nano-hole array structure slab is located above the dielectric material slab
which is made of Pyrex. The interface between the nano-hole structure and dielectric
materials lies at x = 0. A schematic diagram of the NHA is shown in Fig. 4.1. where nano-
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Figure 4.1: A schematic diagram of the nano-hole structure. The light is incident with an
angle :
holes are arranged periodically in the y   z plane in a cubic lattice structure. The radius
and length of nanohole rods are taken as rr and lr, respectively. The periodicity of the NHA
structure along z and y directions is taken as Lz and Ly, respectively.An electromagnetic
(EM) wave with wave vector k is applied to the NHA structure and it makes an angle
 with respect to x axis. Hence the components of wave vector k in the cartesian and
cylindrical coordinates are related as kx = k cos , ky = k sin  sin and kz = k sin  cos.
The dielectric constant of Pyrex substrate is denoted as "d and is taken as "d = 2:17. The
refractive index of the NHA structure is calculated in reference [4] .
The wave vectors of the EM wave propagating in the NHA structure and the substrate are
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denoted as ks and kd, respectively. Their x-components are expressed as
kdx =
r 
k2z + k
2
y
  !
c
2
"d (4.1)
ksx =
r 
k2z + k
2
y
  !
c
2
"s (4.2)
The nano-hole array structure is periodic in z and y direction. According to the band
structure theory and Bloch theorem the frequency of the EM wave propagating in the
periodic structure must satisfy the periodicity condition [7] as
!(kz; ky) = !

kz +
2nz
Lz
; ky +
2ny
Ly

(4.3)
where nz and ny are integers.
To investigate the SPP modes in the nano-hole array structure, we apply Maxwells equa-
tions at the metal-Pyrex interface. It is well known that SPPs exist only for TM polarization
so the Maxwells equation for TM modes is [6]
@2Hsy
@x2
+
@2Hsy
@y2
+
@2Hsy
@z2
=
!
c
2
"sHsy (4.4)
@2Hdy
@x2
+
@2Hdy
@y2
+
@2Hdy
@z2
=
!
c
2
"sHdy (4.5)
The solutions to the above equations in the half space yields
Hsy = Ase
 ksxxe ikyye ikzz x > 0 (4.6)
Hdy = Ade
 kdxxe ikyye ikzz x < 0 (4.7)
where As and Ad are the amplitudes of EM eld in the NHA structure and substrate
respectively.
Using the boundary condition at the interface x = 0 and Bloch theorem [7], we get the
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following expression of the SPPs
kz +
2nz
Lz
2
+

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2
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c
2 "s"d
"s + "d

(4.8)
Expressing the above expression in the cylindrical polar coordinates we get
!
c
sin  cos+
2nz
Lz
2
+

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c
sin  sin+
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2
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c
2 "s"d
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(4.9)
The above expression can be further simplied by putting  = 0 without loss of physics as
!
c
sin  +
2nz
Lz
2
+

2ny
Ly
2
=
!
c
2 "s"d
"s + "d

(4.10)
Here we consider the periodicity of the NHA structure to be same in both the directions
and is taken as ap.
According to eqn. (4.10), energy is quantized and has quantum numbers nz and ny:We
denote the quantized energy as "n and its quantized states as jni :
4.2.2 Transmission coe¢ cient: Density Matrix Method
In the previous section, we found that the SPPs in nano-hole array structure are
in quantized states denotes as jni : The ground state of the SPP system has energy "0 with
state j0i : The next excited state is writen as jni with energy "n, where n = 1; 2; 3; 4; 5:
The expression for transmission coe¢ cient due to the transitions jni  ! j0i is derived in
chapter 2 and it is given as,
trans =
X
n
0n Im (on) (4.11)
0n =
0n"p
~cEp
where "p and Ep are the energy and amplitude of the EM eld respectively. Here 0n is
called as the dipole element between the states j0i and jni. The density matrix elements
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0n = h0j  jni appearing in the above expression are numerically obtained from the following
expressions for density matrix elements. The detailed derivation is provided in Appendix
B.
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Here ij = !ij   ! is called the probe eld tunings. Physical quantitites
1; 2; 3; 4 and 5 are the spontaneous decay rates of the levels j1i ; j2i ; j3i ; j4i and j5i :
Here 
0n is called the Rabi frequency associated with the transition jni  ! j0i.
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Figure 4.2: Transmission coe¢ cient in arbitrary units (A.U ) as a function of energy (eV)
for  = 0 . Here the circles represent the experimental data and the solid curve corresponds
to theoretical calculations.
4.3 Results and Discussion
In this section, we compare our theoretical transmission coe¢ cient with experi-
mental data. The transmission coe¢ cient was calculated for  = 0;  = 5 and  = 12:
We have calculated the SPP energies numerically for three di¤erent angles of incidence
viz.  = 0;  = 5 and  = 12 using eqn. (4.10). Experimental parameters are
taken as rr = 140 nm; lr = 100 nm and Ly = Lz = 440 nm. The values of Lr; Cr and
Lm appearing in theory were calculated as follows. Inductance was calculated from eqn.
(3.4) and found to be Lr = 21:8 fH. Capacitance was calculated from the experimental
value of !p using eqn. (3.2) and found to be Cr = 1:10 aF . The value of !m = 0:1!pwas
taken from the literature [8]. The value of Lm was computed to be Lm = 2:18 pH.
The experimental transmission coe¢ cient for  = 0 is shown in Fig. 4.2 and is de-
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Figure 4.3: Transmission coe¢ cient in arbitrary units (A.U ) as a function of energy (eV)
for  = 5 . Here the circles represent the experimental data and the solid curve corresponds
to theoretical calculations
noted by circles. The SPP decay rates used are  1 = 0:13 eV;  2 = 0:02 eV and
 3 = 0:25 eV: The SPP energies were computed to be "1 = 1:62 eV; "2 = 1:88 eV
and "3 = 2:05 eV corresponding to (nz; ny) = ( 1; 0); ( 1; 1) and (2; 0) modes re-
spectively. The transmission coe¢ cient was calculated as a function of energy and it is
plotted in Fig. 4.2. Next we calculated the SPP energies for  = 5 and they were
computed to be "1 = 1:58 eV corresponds to (nz; ny) = ( 1; 0); "2 = 1:68 eV cor-
responds to (nz; ny) = (1; 0) ; "3 = 1:87 eV; corresponds to (nz; ny) = ( 1; 1) and
"4 = 2:04 eV corresponds to (2; 0) modes. The theoretical calculations along with the
experimental results are plotted in Fig. 4.3. The decay rates of SPP modes were cho-
sen as  1 = 0:03 eV;  2 = 0:008 eV;  3 = 0:002 eV and  4 = 0:04 eV: Note that
there was a good agreement between theory and experiments. Finally, we calculated
the transmission coe¢ cient for  = 12: The experimental and theoretical transmission
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Figure 4.4: Transmission coe¢ cient in arbitrary units (A.U ) as a function of energy (eV) for
 = 12 . Here the circles represent the experimental data and the solid curve corresponds
to theoretical calculations.
is plotted in Fig. 4.4. The transmission spectrum has 5 peaks. The SPP energies were
computed to be "1 = 1:5 eV which corresponds to (nz; ny) = ( 1; 0): The second
peak is located at "2 = 1:65eV corresponding to (nz; ny) = (0; 1) and the other peaks
"3 = 1:76 eV; "4 = 1:94 eV and "5 = 2:16eV correspond to (nz; ny) = (1; 0); ( 1; 1) and
(2; 0) modes respectively. The SPP decay rates were chosen as  1 = 0:05 eV;  2 = 0:14 eV;
 3 = 0:15 eV;  4 = 0:2 eV and  5 = 0:23 eV: Note that there is a good agreement
between theory and experiment.From Figs. 4.2-4.4, It is found that the location of SPP
modes can be changed by angle of incidence of the photon. To clarify this point, we have
plotted the SPP modes as a function of angle in Fig. 4.5. The dashed curve corresponds to
(1; 0) mode, dotted curve corresponds to ( 1; 0) mode, the dash-dotted curve corresponds
to (2; 0) mode. Note that as angle of incidence increases, the energies of the SPP modes
( 1; 0) decreases whereas the energies of (1; 0) and (2; 0) modes increase. One can nd that
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Figure 4.5: The SPP energy as a function of angle of incidence for various modes.
the transmission coe¢ cient also decreases with the increase in angle of incidence. This is
an interesting nding which is consistent with the experiment.
4.4 Conclusion
The transmission coe¢ cient of light through metallic nano-hole array structure
was investigated theoretically. The transmission coe¢ cient was measured for three di¤erent
angles of incidence. We have also found that the energies of SPP are quantized and a NHA
structure can have many SPPs. A theory of transmission coe¢ cient based on quantum
density matrix was developed. A good agreement between the theory and experiment was
observed.
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Chapter 5
Transmission and Reection in
couplers made from nano-hole
array structure1
In the previous chapter, the transmission coe¢ cient of NHA structure was calcu-
lated for di¤erent angles of incidence. In this chapter, we have studied the reection and
transmission coe¢ cient of the nano-hole array coupler.
5.1 Introduction
A waveguide is a device or structure that guides electromagnetic waves or sound
waves. The electromagnetic waveguides used at optical frequencies, also called as optical
waveguides, are typically made up of dielectric materials with high index of refraction and
1Reproduced with permission from M. R. Singh and Shankar Balakrishnan, AIP Conf. Proc., vol 1590,
271 (2014). Copyright 2014, AIP Publishing LLC.
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are surrounded by a material with lower refractive index [1]-[5]. The waveguides are used to
transmit light and signals for long distances with high signal rate (e.g. optical bers) and
are also used in intergrated optical circuits [6]. Each waveguide has modes that propagate
at di¤erent velocities. If the two waveguides are brought closer to each other, the optical
modes of each waveguide interact with each other. This mechanism is called directional
coupling and the devices are called directional couplers. Waveguide directional couplers
perform a number of useful functions in optical communications , including power division,
power coupling and switching [7]. These structures may be fabricated from compound-glass
bres, metals and semiconductor materials [1]-[3]. More recently, nanowires and couplers
made from photonic crystals and polaritonic materials have also been studied [4]-[5].
In this chapter, we have studied the transmission and reection in nano-hole array
(NHA) couplers. They are fabricated from the metallic nano-hole array structure. The
NHA structure is embedded between two dielectric waveguides. A schematic diagram of
the coupler is shown in Fig. 5.1. Using the transfer matrix method and coupled mode
theory, expressions for the reection and transmission coe¢ cients of electromagnetic wave
propagating in waveguides have been obtained. We consider an electromagnetic (EM) wave
that is incident on one of the waveguides, travelling to the left. In the second waveguide,
a reected EM wave appears, which is travelling to the right. This occurs because the two
EM waves couple with each other via the NHA structure due to the dipole coupling.
Numerical simulations were performed on the reection and transmission coef-
cients for the coupler. For the numerical simulations we have considered that both
waveguides consist of silica, while the NHA structure is made from silver lm. It is ob-
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served that for certain energies the EM wave is totally reected by the coupler, and for
other energies light is totally transmitted. We have considered that due to the external
stress and pressure the lattice constant (or periodicity) of the NHA structure is modied.
We found that changing the periodicity of the NHA structure, the transmission and reec-
tion properties of the coupler are modied. In other words the present ndings can be used
to make new types optical sensors
5.2 Transmission and Reection in metallic NHA couplers
Let us consider two waveguides A and B: An NHA structure is embedded between
two waveguides. The periodicity of the NHA structure is taken as ap. A schematic diagram
of the coupler is shown in Fig. 5.1.The waveguides are oriented along the z-direction. Let
n2(x; y) be the refractive index distribution of the NHA coupler. It is written as [7]
n2(x; y) = n2A; waveguide A
n2(x; y) = n2B; waveguide B (5.1)
n2(x; y) = n2s; NHA structure
where ns is the refractive index of NHA structure dened in the ref [8]. For the purpose of
mathematical convenience in the mode coupling, we dene
n2A(x; y) = n
2
A   n2s
n2B(x; y) = n
2
B   n2s (5.2)
The index prole of the NHA coupler can now be written as [7]
n2(x; y) = n2s(x; y) + n
2
A(x; y) + n
2
B(x; y) (5.3)
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Figure 5.1: A schematic diagram of NHA coupler made up of silica waveguides and silver
NHA structure.
The Maxwells equation for the NHA coupler is given by
@2
@x2
+
@2
@y2
+
@2
@z2
+
!
c
2 
n2s(x; y) + n
2
A(x; y) + n
2
B(x; y)

E = 0 (5.4)
The electric eld of a general wave propagation in the NHA coupler is written as [7]
E(x; y; z) = A(z)Ea(x; y)e
 ikAz +B(z)Eb(x; y)e ikBz (5.5)
where EA(x; y; z) = A(z)Ea(x; y)eikAz and EB(x; y; z) = B(z)Eb(x; y)eikBz are the modes
of propagation of the individual waveguides A and B respectively. Here z dependence of
the amplitudes A(z) and B(z) in waveguide A and B reect the coupling of normal modes
and, kA and kB are the the propagating wave vectors in wave guide A and B respectively.
The modes form a complete orthogonal set and obey the orthonormalization relation [7]
m
2!
Z Z
Em:E

ndx dy = mn (5.6)
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where m and n = a; b:
Its a well-known fact that coupling between two waveguides can be made highly e¢ cient
and frequency selective provided a periodic dielectric perturbation is introduced between
the waveguides. We introduced a periodic metallic NHA structure with short-period be-
tween the wavguides A and B: This type of coupling which involves short-period (or high
frequency) structure is called as contradirectional coupling and the coupler is called as con-
tradirectional coupler [7].
Now the electric eld of the optical propagation in this case is written as
E(x; y; z) = A(z)Ea(x; y)e
 ikAz +B(z)Eb(x; y)eikBz (5.7)
Note that the mode in waveguide B is propagating along the  z direction.
Putting eqn (5.7) into eqn (5.4) and assuming that the amplitude varies slowly over z;the
Maxwells equation reduces to [7]
dA
dz
=  iabBe i(k)z (5.8)
dB
dz
=  ibaBei(k)z
where k = !c (nA + nB)   ap is called as a phase factor. Here ab and ba are called as
coupling constant. They are dened as [7]
ab =
!
4
"0
Z Z
E?a:n
2
A(x; y)Eb dx dy (5.9)
ba =
!
4
"0
Z Z
E?b :n
2
B(x; y)Ea dx dy (5.10)
Since we consider the waveguides to be identical, the two coupling coe¢ cients form a con-
jugate pair ba = ab = T :
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The solutions to eqn. (5.8) for the contradirectional coupling subject to B(L) = 0 is written
as [7]
A(z) = eikz

cosh
(L  z) + i(k) sinh
(L  z)

 cosh
L+ i(k) sinh
L
A(0) (5.11)
B(z) = e ikz
 iT sinh
(L  z)

 cosh
L+ i(k) sinh
L
A(0) (5.12)
where 
 =
q
2T   (k)2. A(0) is the input mode amplitude at z = 0:
The parameter k is a phase factor and is dened as
k =
!
2c
(na + nb)  
d
(5.13)
The coupling constant for the same modes (since the waveguides are considered to
be identical) of propagation is dened in ref [7] as
T =

2

2 2n2A
w

(1  n2m=n2A)qme qmlr
1 + q2m=h
2
A

(5.14)
where the parameters hA and qm are dened as
hA =
r!nA
c
2   2 (5.15)
qm =
r
2  
!ns
c
2
(5.16)
They are the transverse wave vectors for EM waves propagating in the waveguides and NHA
structure, respectively. In the above equations, w denotes the width (or diameter) of each
waveguide and lr is the thickness of the NHA structure.
The reection coe¢ cient of the coupler is given by
R =
jB(0)j2
jA(0)j2 (5.17)
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Putting z = 0 in eqns (5.11) and (5.12), we get
R =
2T sinh
2
L

2 cosh2
L+ (k)2 sinh2
L
(5.18)
The transmission coe¢ cient is given by
T = 1 R (5.19)
Putting eqns (5.18) into eqn (5.19), it becomes
T =

2 cosh2
L+
(k)2   2T  sinh2
L

2 cosh2
L+ (k)2 sinh2
L
(5.20)
Let us associate a wavelength with the periodicity of the NHA structure, B = 2ap. This is
commonly called the Bragg wavelength. This wavelength B has an associated frequency
!B =
2c
nAB
(5.21)
where c is the speed of light. Let us call this frequency the Bragg frequency. We can dene
a detuning parameter from the phase factor,  = kL. The detuning parameter can be
expressed in terms of the Bragg frequency as
 = kL =
(!   !B)
!c
(5.22)
where !c is dened as
!c =
c
nAL
(5.23)
Note that the detuning parameter, unitless quantity, a nothing more than a quantity which
measures the frequency of the EM wave with respect to !B , which in turn is obtained from
the periodicity of the NHA structure.
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5.3 Results and Discussion
In this section, we have performed numerical simulations for the reection and
transmission coe¢ cients of the coupler. Waveguides A and B are made from silica which
gives nA = nB = 1:45. The periodicity of the metallic lattice structure is taken to be
ap = 200nm. The metallic lattice made from silver rods. The plasmon frequency for silver
is given such that ~!p = 3:93eV . For simplicity, we have put m = 0.
Using the above parameters, the values of frequencies !B and !c are found to give
~!B = 2:85eV and ~!c = 0:055eV respectively.
We have used a value of the coupling constant T such that TL = 2 . A similar
value of the coupling constant has been used in the literature [6].
The reection and transmission coe¢ cients have been calculated in Figs. 5.2 and
5.3 as a function of the detuning parameter, , respectively. Here, the solid and dot-
ted curves correspond to the reection and transmission coe¢ cient for L = 2000nm and
L = 3000nm, respectively. Note that near zero detuning, the EM wave is totally reected
through waveguide B.
Note also that as the width of the waveguide changes the reection coe¢ cient
changes. The width of the wave guide can be modied by applying an external pressure
and stress. This property can be used for the sensing mechanism.In Fig. 5.4 and Fig.
5.5, we investigate the role of the periodicity of the metallic structure. The reection and
transmission coe¢ cients have been calculated in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 as a function of the
detuning parameter, , respectively.The solid curve corresponds to ap = 150nm , whereas
the dotted curve corresponds to ap = 180nm . Note that the width of the reected energy
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Figure 5.2: Plot of the reection coe¢ cient as a function of the detuning parameter. The
solid curve corresponds to L = 2000nm , whereas the dotted curve corresponds to L =
3000nm .
Figure 5.3: Plot of the transmission coe¢ cient as a function of the detuning parameter.
The solid curve corresponds to L = 2000nm , whereas the dotted curve corresponds to
L = 3000nm .
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Figure 5.4: Plot of the reection coe¢ cient as a function of the detuning parameter. The
solid curve corresponds to ap = 150nm, whereas the dotted curve corresponds to ap =
180nm .
Figure 5.5: Plot of the transmission coe¢ cient as a function of the detuning parameter.
The solid curve corresponds to ap = 150nm, whereas the dotted curve corresponds to
ap = 180nm .
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band has decreased due to the increase in periodicity. It is also worth pointing out that
the left band edge has moved to the right. In other words, when the periodicity is changed,
some of the reected light is now transmitted. This means that by changing the periodicity,
one can switch the system on and o¤.
Finally, we note that the inclusion of the loss factor will decrease the heights of
the reection and transmission peaks; the other ndings of this paper will not be a¤ected.
5.4 Conclusion
The transmission and reection properties of a double nanophotonic waveguide
have been studied. The two waveguides are coupled by a periodic structure made of al-
ternating layers of a metal and a dielectric material. We consider an EM wave that is
propagating in waveguide A, travelling to the left, while in waveguide B the EM wave
travels to the right. These two waves couple with each other via the periodic metallic
perturbation. Using the transfer matrix method, expressions for the reection and trans-
mission coe¢ cients have been obtained. Numerical simulations for these coe¢ cients have
been carried out. It was found that for certain energies, the EM wave is totally reected
by the coupler and for the certain energies the light is completely transmitted. Thus this
system can act as a light lter and light selector. We have shown that by changing the
periodicity of the perturbation, the transmitted energy can be reected. In other words,
the system can be used as an optical switch.
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Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks
In this thesis, we have studied the light-matter interactions in metallic nano-hole
array structure. Numerical calculations were performed on nano-hole array in thin gold
lm fabricated on Pyrex substrate. The e¤ective dielectric constant of the metallic nano-
hole structure calculated using transmission line (TL) theory was used to calculate the
dispersion relation. The surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes present in the nano-hole
array structure were found using the dispersion relation and polarizability of the nano-hole
array structure. The SPP energies were found to be quantized and it was also found that
the systems can have several SPP modes depending on the radius and periodicity of the
structure. Using the SPP modes, the scattering cross section of light with normal incident
in the nano-hole array structure was calculated for three di¤erent samples having unique
nano-hole radii and periodicity. There was fairly a good agreement between the theory and
experimental results. It is proposed that the theory could be used to optimize nano sensors
for medical and engineering applications.
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The angle dependence transmission coe¢ cient of the nano-hole array structure was
investigated. An expression for angle dependence SPPs was derived using transfer matrix
method and Blochs theorem. The transmission coe¢ cient was calculated using quantum
density matrix method. Our calculations predicted that as the angle of incidence increases,
the number of peaks increases. It was also found that the transmission peaks either red
shifts or blue shifts due to SPP modes and the heights of the peaks are dependent upon
the angle of incidence of the light. A good agreement was observed between theoretcial and
experimental results.
The transmission and reecetion coe¢ cient of metallic nano-hole array coupler
was studied. The optical sensing mechanism of photonic couplers fabricated from the peri-
odically arranged metallic nano-rods was developed. The metallic nano-hole array structure
is embedded between two dielectric material waveguides. Using the transfer matrix method
and coupled mode theory, expressions for the reection and transmission coe¢ cients of
electromagnetic wave propagating in waveguides have been obtained. It was found that for
certain energies, the electromagnetic wave is totally reected from the coupler. Similarly,
for a certain energy range the light is totally transmitted. It has also been found that by
changing the periodicity of the metallic nano-hole array, the transmitted energy can be
reected. The periodicity of the nano-hole array structure can be modied by applying an
external stress or pressure. In other words, the system can be used as stress and pressure
sensors. The present ndings can be used to make new types photonic sensors.
There are many number of possibilities by which the nano-hole array structures can
be fabricated. For example, NHA structure can be fabricated by changing the shapes of the
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nano-holes, periodicity along the y and z directions, surrounding dielectric material. Many
researchers have studied the optical properties of nano-hole structure with a cavity beneath
the metallic lm. As an immediate step of the present work, the scattering cross section
theory and quantum density matrix method could be extended to study the transmission
coe¢ cient of light through NHA with a cavity beneath it. The theories can also be extended
to study the e¤ect of hole shapes and symmetry of periodicity on transmission. The theory
can also be applied to study the e¤ect of pressure waves on the transmission of light through
the nano-hole structure.
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Chapter 7
Appendices
7.1 Appendix A
7.1.1 Derivation for scattering cross section
In this section the derivation for scattering cross section of light by the metallic
NHA on pyrex substrate is explained.
The Hamiltonian of the SPPs in second quantized notation is written as
Hspp =
X
n
"spn b
+
n bn (7.1)
where b+n and bn are the creation and annihilation operators of the SPPs, respectively. An
eigen ket of Hspp is denoted as jni and the ground state of the SPPs is denoted as j0i.
An applied EM eld E induces a dipole moment d in the nano-hole structure due
the absorption and emission of the SPPs. These induced dipoles interact with the applied
EM eld. The interaction Hamiltonian between photons and the SPPs is written in the
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dipole approximation as [1],[2]
Vin =  d:E (7.2)
where Ep is the applied EM eld which is expressed as
E =
1
2
E0
 
e i!t + ei!t

(7.3)
In eqn. (7.2), d is the dipole operator. The dipole operator is expressed in the second
quantized form as [1],[2]
d =
X
n
dn
 
b+n + bn

(7.4)
where dn = hnjVint jni is the matrix element of the dipole moment operator. Putting eqns.
(7.3) and (7.4) into eqn. (7.2) and using the rotating wave approximation [1],[2] we get the
following expression for the interaction Hamiltonian as
Vint =  
X
n
1
2
dn:E0
 
b+n e
 i!t + bnei!t

(7.5)
The total Hamiltonian is obtained by adding eqns. (7.1) and (7.5) as
HT = Hspp + Vint (7.6)
HT =
X
n
"spn b
+
n bn  
X
n
1
2
dn:E0
 
b+n e
 i!t + bnei!t

(7.7)
With the help of the total Hamiltonian (i.e. eqn. (7.7)) the scattering cross section is
calculated using the quantum mechanical scattering theory and the perturbation theory
(i.e. Greens function method) given in reference [1],[2] and it is found as
d
d

d
 =
P
nwin(")d

1
20E
2
0
(7.8)
where the function (") is called density of states of scattered photons and ("p)d
 is the
number of photons scattered into the detector with angle d
. Here win is the transition
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probability of the system going from the initial state jii to the nal state jni. Using the
Greens function method the expression for win is found as
win =

2
~

jhijVint jnij2
 
 n
("  "spn )2 +  2n
!
(7.9)
where the jii initial state is nothing but the SPP ground state i.e. jii = j0i. Here  n is the
linewidth (i.e. decay rate) of the nth SPP eigen ket jni. Putting the expression of Vint from
eqn. (7.5) into eqn. (7.8) we get
win =

2
~

1
2
dn:E0
2  n
("  "spn )2 +  2n
!
(7.10)
The scattering cross section due to the SPPs can be calculated by putting win from eqn.
(7.9) into eqn. (7.7) and we get dd


spp
=
X
n
4d2nspp ("
sp
n )
0~
 
 n
("  "spn )2 +  2n
!
(7.11)
The density of states  ("spn ) for the SPP mode appearing in the above expression are cal-
culated as
spp (") =
2
(2)
dkz
d"
(7.12)
We used eqn. (3.8) to calculate the above expresion of the density of state. Eqn. (7.11)
reduces to
spp (") =
2G
0
n (")
(2)
(7.13)
where G
0
n ("
sp
n ) is the energy derivative of Gn (") at " = "
sp
n . Putting the expression of the
DOS from eqn. (12) into eqn.(10) we get the nal expression of the scattering cross section
as  dd


spp
=
X
n
4d2nG
0
n ("
sp
n )
0~
 
 n
("p   "spn )2 +  2n
!
(7.14)
Similar method gives the expression for scattering cross section of light with bulk plasmon.
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7.2 Appendix B
7.2.1 Derivation for matrix elements ij
In this section the derivation of equation of motion for density matrix elements is
explained.
The Hamiltonian of SPP modes in the second quantized form is written as [3]
H0 = "000 + "111 + "222 + "333 + "444 + "555 (7.15)
where nn = jni hnj is called the preservation operator.
When an external EM eld Ep is applied, dipole moments are induced. The interaction
Hamiltonian between photons and induced dipole moments in rotating wave approximation
is written as
HF =  
"
~
5X
n=1

0n
+
0ne
 i ("n0 "p)t~
#
+ h:c: (7.16)
where +0n = jni h0j is the SPP creation operator and "n0 = ("n   "0): Here h:c stands for
the Hermitian conjugate. Parameter 
0n is called the Rabi frequency associated with the
transition between j0i and jni.
The total Hamiltonian of the system is given by
H = H0 +HF (7.17)
H = "000 + "111 + "222 + "333 + "444 + "555
 
"
~
5X
n=1

0n
+
0ne
 i ("n0 "p)t~
#
+ h:c: (7.18)
Considering the interaction representation
HF = e
 iHot} HF e+i
Hot
} (7.19)
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It follows that
HF =  }
2666666666666664
 

0110e
 i!t i!1t+i!0t +
0101e+i!t+i!1t i!0t

+ 

0220e
 i!t i!2t+i!0t +
0202e+i!t+i!2t i!0t

+ 

0330e
 i!t i!3t+i!0t +
0303e+i!t+i!3t i!0t

+ 

0440e
 i!t i!4t+i!0t +
0404e+i!t+i!4t i!0t

+ 

0550e
 i!t i!5t+i!0t +
0505e+i!t+i!5t i!0t

3777777777777775
(7.20)
We can simplify the above hamiltonians to
HF =  }
2666666666666664
 

0110e
 i10t +
0101e+i10t

+ 

0220e
 i20t +
0202e+i20t

+ 

0330e
 i30t +
0303e+i30t

+ 

0440e
 i40t +
0404e+i40t

+ 

0550e
 i50t +
0505e+i50t

3777777777777775
(7.21)
where
10 = !   (!1   !0) (7.22)
20 = !   (!2   !0) (7.23)
30 = !   (!3   !0) (7.24)
40 = !   (!4   !0) (7.25)
50 = !   (!5   !0)
where the density matrix element is
d
~

dt
=   i
}
h
HF ;
~

i
(7.26)
~
mn = hmj
~
jni (7.27)
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We are only considering the interaction terms because of the interaction representation.
With this information we are able to calculate the density matrix operators for each state.
Let us consider 55 *
5
d
~

dt
 5
+
=

5
  i} hHF ; ~i
 5 (7.28)
i}
d
~
55
dt
=
D
5
hHF ; ~i 5E (7.29)
Let us calculate each section seperately
A =
D
5
hHF ~; i 5E (7.30)
Now we recalling the commutation of operators
[X;Y ] = XY   Y X (7.31)
With this we can solve the following term
A =
D
5
hHF ~; i 5E (7.32)
A =
D
5
HF ~  ~HF  5E (7.33)
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We must multiply by one ijiihij = 1
A =
D
5
HF (i jii hij) ~  ~ (i jii hij)HF  5E (7.34)
=
*
5

HF (j0i h0j+ j1i h1j+ j2i h2j+ j3i h3j+ j4i h4j+ j5i h5j) ~
 ~ (j0i h0j+ j1i h1j+ j2i h2j+ j3i h3j+ j4i h4j+ j5i h5j) ~HF
 5
+
(7.35)
=
D
5
HF j0i h0j ~ 5E+ D5 HF j1i h1j ~ 5E+ D5 HF j2i h2j ~ 5E
+
D
5
HF j3i h3j ~ 5E+ D5 HF j4i h4j ~ 5E+ D5 HF j5i h5j ~ 5E
 
D
5
~ j0i h0jHF  5E  D5 ~ j1i h1jHF  5E  D5 ~ j2i h2jHF  5E
 
D
5
~ j3i h3jHF  5E  D5 ~ j4i h4jHF  5E  D5 ~ j5i h5jHF  5E (7.36)
= h5 jHF j 0i ~05 + h5 jHF j 1i
~
15 + h5 jHF j 2i
~
25 +
h5 jHF j 3i ~35 + h5 jHF j 4i
~
45 + h5 jHF j 5i
~
55
  ~50 h0 jHF j 5i  
~
51 h1 jHF j 5i  
~
52 h2 jHF j 5i
  ~53 h3 jHF j 5i  
~
54 h4 jHF j 5i  
~
55 h5 jHF j 5i (7.37)
To solve the above set of equations we need to remember HF
HF =  }
2666666666666664
 

0110e
 i10t +
0101e+i10t

+ 

0220e
 i20t +
0202e+i20t

+ 

0330e
 i30t +
0303e+i30t

+ 

0440e
 i40t +
0404e+i40t

+ 

0550e
 i50t +
0505e+i50t

3777777777777775
(7.38)
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where mn = jmihnj
h5 jHF j 0i =
*
5

 }
2666666666666664
 j1ih0j
01e i10t + j0ih1j
01e+i10t+ j2ih0j
02e i20t + j0ih2j
02e+i20t+ j3ih0j
03e i30t + j0ih3j
03e+i30t
+
 j4ih0j
04e i40t + j0ih4j
04e+i40t+ j5ih0j
05e i50t + j0ih5j
05e+i50t
3777777777777775

0
+
(7.39)
= 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 
05e
 i50t + 0
h5 jHF j 0i =  }
05e i50t
h5 jHF j 1i = h5 jHF j 2i = h5 jHF j 3i = h5 jHF j 4i = h5 jHF j 5i = 0
h0 jHF j 5i =  }
05e+i50t
h1 jHF j 5i = h2 jHF j 5i = h3 jHF j 5i = h4 jHF j 5i = h5 jHF j 5i = 0
Thus
A =  
05e i50t ~05 +
~
50


05e
+i50t (7.40)
Finally, we can collect all the terms. We get the following equation of motion
i}
d
~
55
dt
=
D
5
hHF ~; i 5E (7.41)
= A
=  }
05e i50t ~05 +
~
}50
05e+i50t (7.42)
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We can further simplify the equations by substituting the following
~
55 = 55 (7.43)
~
05 = 05e
+i05t (7.44)
~
50 = 50e
 i50t (7.45)
The new equations take the form as
d55
dt
= +i (
05) 05   i (
05) 50 (7.46)
Including the radiative linewidth of the state we get the following
d55
dt
=  2 555 + i (
05) 05   i (
05) 50 (7.47)
Using the same method we would get the equation of motion for other density matrix
elements jj
Now, let us consider 50*
5
d
~

dt
 0
+
=

5
  i} hHF ; ~i
 0 (7.48)
i}
d
~
50
dt
=
D
5
hHF ; ~i 0E (7.49)
Let us calculate each section seperately
A =
D
5
hHF ~; i 0E (7.50)
Now we must remember the commutation of operators
[X;Y ] = XY   Y X (7.51)
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With this we can solve the following term
A =
D
5
hHF ~; i 0E (7.52)
A =
D
5
HF ~  ~HF  0E (7.53)
We must multiply by one ijiihij = 1
A =
D
5
HF (i jii hij) ~  ~ (i jii hij)HF  0E (7.54)
=
*
5

HF (j0i h0j+ j1i h1j+ j2i h2j+ j3i h3j+ j4i h4j+ j5i h5j) ~
 ~ (j0i h0j+ j1i h1j+ j2i h2j+ j3i h3j+ j4i h4j+ j5i h5j)HF
 0
+
(7.55)
=
D
5
HF j0i h0j ~ 0E+ D5 HF j1i h1j ~ 0E+ D5 HF j2i h2j ~ 0E
+
D
5
HF j3i h3j ~ 0E+ D5 HF j4i h4j ~ 0E+ D5 HF j5i h5j ~ 0E
 
D
5
~ j0i h0jHF  0E  D5 ~ j1i h1jHF  0E  D5 ~ j2i h2jHF  0E
 
D
5
~ j3i h3jHF  0E  D5 ~ j4i h4jHF  0E  D5 ~ j5i h5jHF  0E (7.56)
= h5jHF j0i 00 + h5jHF j1i 10 + h5jHF j2i 20 + h5jHF j3i 30 +
h5jHF j4i 40 + h5jHF j5i 50
 h0jHF j0i 50   h1jHF j0i 51   h2jHF j0i 52   h3jHF j0i 53  
h4jHF j1i 54   h5jHF j1i 55 (7.57)
To solve the above set of equations we need to remember HF
HF =  }
2666666666666664
 

0110e
 i10t +
0101e+i10t

+ 

0220e
 i20t +
0202e+i20t

+ 

0330e
 i30t +
0303e+i30t

+ 

0440e
 i40t +
0404e+i40t

+ 

0550e
 i50t +
0505e+i50t

3777777777777775
(7.58)
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where mn = jmihnj
h5 jHF j 0i =
*
5

}
2666666666666664
 j1ih0j
01e i10t + j0ih1j
01e+i10t
+
 j2ih0j
02e i20t + j0ih2j
02e+i20t
+
 j3ih0j
03e i30t + j0ih3j
03e+i30t
+
 j4ih0j
04e i40t + j0ih4j
04e+i40t
+
 j5ih0j
05e i50t + j0ih5j
05e+i50t
3777777777777775

0
+
(7.59)
= 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 0 + 
05e
 i50t + 0 (7.60)
h5 jHF j 1i = h5 jHF j 2i = h5 jHF j 3i = h5 jHF j 4i = h5 jHF j 5i = 0
h1 jHF j 0i = 
01e i10t; h2 jHF j 0i = 
02e i20t; h3 jHF j 0i = 
03e i30t;
h4 jHF j 0i = 
04e i40t
Thus
A = 
05e
 i50t

~
55  
~
00

+}
01e i10t51 + }
02e i20t
~
52 + }
03e i30t
~
53 + }
04e i40t
~
54
(7.61)
Finally, we can collect all the terms. We get the following equation of motion.
i}
d
~
50
dt
=
D
5
hHF ~; i 0E (7.62)
= A (7.63)
d
~
50
dt
=  i
05e i50t

~
55  
~
00

 i(
01e i10t)51   i(
02e i20t)
~
52   i(
03e i30t)
~
53   i(
04e i40t)
~
54
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We can further simplify the equations by substituting the following
~
55 = 55 (7.64)
~
50 = 50e
 i50t (7.65)
~
51 = 51e
 i50t+i10t (7.66)
By taking into consideration
d(50e
 i50t)
dt
=
d(50)
dt
e i50t + 50
d(e i50t)
dt
(7.67)
=
d(50)
dt
e i50t   i5050(e i50t) (7.68)
Including the radiative linewidth we get the following
d50
dt
=  

 5
2
+ i50

50 i
05

~
55  
~
00

 i(
01)51   i(
02)
~
52   i(
03)
~
53   i(
04)
~
54
(7.69)
Using the same method we would get the equation of motion for other density matrix
elements.
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